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Bush’s Domestic War 

T
he American people, argued President Bush in his weekly

radio address on December 8, “want action on an agenda of

economic growth, energy independence, patients’ rights,

education, faith-based legislation—all of which are important

issues that are stuck in Congress.”

September 11 was supposed to change everything, but despite

war and recession the President remains wedded to the same reac-

tionary agenda he pushed before the attack. Invoking his wartime

popularity and authority, he is driving his old agenda through a re-

luctant Congress and forcing party-line votes on a range of funda-

mental issues. Start with the “stimulus plan.” The terrorist attack

revealed glaring domestic security and public health needs. The

spreading recession has exposed gaping holes in the safety net for

workers and the poor. The triple punch of presidential tax cuts, re-

cession and crisis spending has wiped out the projected budget

surpluses. But Bush demands that the stimulus plan lock in even

more permanent tax breaks for corporations and the wealthy while

stiffing unemployed workers, states in growing fiscal crisis and

domestic security needs. Protecting our food and water supplies

and guarding our nuclear power plants can wait. 

The turmoil in the Gulf and the bankruptcy of Enron have

given new urgency to regulation, renewables, conservation and

energy independence. But Bush has continued to press for an

energy plan that features subsidies and tax breaks for energy

companies and drilling in the Arctic wilderness. The stock market

collapse and the importance of Social Security survivors’ ben-

efits to the families of victims of September 11 should have

buried talk of privatization. But the President’s Social Security

Commission has just released proposals that call for deep cuts

in guaranteed benefits to help pay for private accounts.

After September 11 there was much talk in the Administration

about leading a renewed global initiative against hunger and dis-

ease. No more. Instead, the President joined the corporate lobby

to buy enough votes to squeak fast-track trade legislation through

the House, calling it vital to the war on terrorism. The ensuing ne-

gotiations will be less about aiding the poor than about repaying

corporate contributors. In the war in Afghanistan, international

cooperation and coalition have been essential. But the Ad-

ministration has continued to shred US international commit-

ments—spurning the final Kyoto global warming negotiations,

withdrawing from the ABM treaty for Star Wars, even torpedoing

negotiations over enforcing the biological weapons convention. 

Attorney General Ashcroft hasn’t let the Constitution, state

laws or the advice of experienced investigators stand in the way of

raids on Arab-Americans and Muslims. But kowtowing to the Na-

tional Rifle Association, he has blocked investigators from asking

if suspected terrorists have purchased guns. And he has found time

to deny the terminally ill the right to a dignified exit in Oregon, and

the ailing the right to medical marijuana in California. 

White House political adviser Karl Rove likes to brag that un-

like the Clinton Administration, the Bush presidency is not poll

driven. That is certainly true of the policies, most of which offend

majority opinion while serving the conservative and corporate in-

terests that underwrote Bush’s drive to the White House. What

is poll driven, however, is how the policies are sold. Bush calls

on Congress to enact his stimulus plan because workers “are hurt-

ing in America,” even though his plan ignores their pain. He puffs

his Big Oil plan as the road to “energy independence,” even as it

increases reliance on global oil companies and markets. He chides

Congress for failing to pass a prescription drug benefit, even as

his tax cuts siphon off the needed money.
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Over time, this big lie technique will surely corrode his new-

found credibility. In the short term, however, the war strengthens

Bush’s hand. In a divided Congress, Republicans march in virtual

lockstep behind their popular President. Democrats lower their

voices and are reluctant to take on the President frontally. On close

votes—scuttling domestic security spending, passing fast track,

pushing a shameless “stimulus bill” through the House—the de-

sire to “support the President” has helped him get his way. But the

changed politics don’t alter the reality that the policies are a deep

disservice to the country. Bush is squandering his chance to be a

national unity President in order to pursue a conservative agenda

out of step with the nation’s needs and the people’s expectations.

It’s time for Democrats to stiffen their backbones and make their

case. If they do, Republicans may discover just how out of step

those policies are in the 2002 Congressional elections.

Labor: In Fighting Trim

T
he September 11 attacks spread their pall over the AFL-CIO

convention in early December as union representatives touch-

ingly remembered the dead—including 631 union members—

and honored the everyday heroism of workers like firefighters,

ironworkers and nurses. But unions also confronted the polit-

ical fallout of the terror attacks, which undermined globalization

protests, dampened a new antisweatshop campaign, chilled labor’s

crusade for immigration reform and gave Bush new clout, which

he used to eke out a one-vote House passage of fast-track trade-

promotion authority that labor has strongly opposed. Delegates

thunderously pounded their tables in approval as AFL-CIO presi-

dent John Sweeney condemned Bush and “his corporate backers

[for] waging a vicious war on working families.” Firefighter

president Harold Schaitberger similarly warned politicians, “We

don’t want homilies. We want healthcare for every worker.”

While supporting the battle against terrorists, the AFL-CIO

attacked the Bush Administration’s antiterrorism measures as a

threat to civil liberties with only one dissenting voice in the ex-

ecutive council. Union leaders showed little enthusiasm for the

war despite statements of support, and there were indications

that labor would not back its extension. “Catching and dealing

with bin Laden and Al Qaeda is one thing,” UNITE (clothing

and textile workers) president Bruce Raynor said. “Waging war on

lots of other countries is another.”

While labor grieved, corporate America attacked workers

with plant closings, layoffs and pursuit of legislative favors in

Washington, Raynor said, but now unions must “be more ag-

gressive than ever” in organizing and mobilizing against the

“deceit” and “hypocrisy” of big business and the White House.

“We don’t believe the recession will have any substantive nega-

tive impact on organizing,” argued Gerald McEntee, president

of AFSCME, which since 1998 has doubled its spending on or-

ganizing and quadrupled the number of newly organized public

service workers to roughly 50,000 this year.

Most important, the AFL-CIO and affiliated unions are using
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their growing political clout and community alliances to coun-

teract employer opposition, perhaps the biggest obstacle to union

growth. Unions are winning agreements that require employers

to be neutral during organizing drives and that prohibit use of

public funds to fight unions. Also, labor is telling union-backed

politicians that “they need to help us increase union density,” said

AFL-CIO political director Steve Rosenthal, who recently honed

labor’s already sophisticated operations in New Jersey, get-

ting 73 percent of union members to the polls, with 67 percent

of those voting for the new, strongly prolabor governor, James

McGreevy. 

Nobody was sanguine about prospects for next year, with un-

employment growing, state budgets shrinking and double-digit

healthcare inflation, but Minnesota public employees successfully

went out on strike shortly after the terror attacks, and Boston hotel

workers recently won a strong contract on the brink of a walkout.

Union leaders believe that their members and the general public

are quietly outraged at the greed and excess of corporations and

the Bush Administration, even during a national security crisis.

If Bush and the corporations want to wage war, as Sweeney said,

they will find that the labor movement is better prepared than it has

been in many years to engage the fight. DAVID MOBERG

For a longer version of this comment, go to www.thenation.com.

David Moberg is a senior editor of In These Times.

The Hersh Paradox
No journalist has made more of a splash since Sep-

tember 11 than Seymour Hersh. Writing in The New

Yorker, he has scored a string of scoops—about a

Delta Force mission gone awry, corruption in the

Saudi royal family, the vulnerability of Pakistan’s

nuclear arsenal and Iran’s efforts to build a nuclear bomb. These

revelations have been picked up by many other news organiza-

tions and have generated a rash of admiring profiles of Hersh.

They have also raised many questions. The story about the Delta

Force raid in Afghanistan, asserting that it met heavy resistance

and produced many casualties, was flatly denied by the Penta-

gon. Even more controversial has been Hersh’s use of unnamed

sources. By my rough count, of the 111 sources cited in the five

articles he has written since September 11, 106 are unnamed.

Of those, 103 are present or former officials—mostly US mili-

tary and intelligence officials. In the past Hersh has used his

sources to criticize the government from the left, exposing the

My Lai massacre, the CIA’s abuses in Chile, Henry Kissinger’s

misuse of power. Since September 11, however, he has used them

to attack the government from the right, embracing positions he

once would have summarily rejected.

Take his first story, “What Went Wrong,” about the govern-

ment’s failure to prevent the attacks on the World Trade Center

and the Pentagon. According to Hersh, the main culprit was the

CIA, which, since the breakup of the Soviet Union, he wrote, has

“become increasingly bureaucratic and unwilling to take risks.”

“We’ve been hiring kids out of college who are computer geeks,”

a senior officer tells him. “This is about going back to deep, hard

dirty work, with tough people going down dark alleys with good

instincts.” Hersh was particularly critical of a 1995 directive—

issued after a CIA informant in Guatemala was implicated in

murders—that required CIA headquarters to approve any person

with an unsavory past. As a result of this, he wrote, “hundreds

of ‘assets’were indiscriminately stricken from the CIA’s payroll,

with a devastating effect on anti-terrorist operations in the Middle

East.” “Look,” an intelligence officer tells him, “we recruited ass-

holes. I handled bad guys. But we don’t recruit people from the

Little Sisters of the Poor—they don’t know anything.” As a result

of the CIA’s failure, Hersh wrote, its director, George Tenet, was

likely on the way out: “Even one of Tenet’s close friends told me,

‘He’s history.’”

Two months later, Tenet is still on the job. He could yet lose it,

of course (one of Hersh’s sources said he would go in three to six

months), but one has to wonder whether Hersh’s sources were try-

ing to use him to force Tenet out. More troubling, I think, is

Hersh’s eagerness for the CIA’s return to dirty work in dark alleys.

When it did such work in the past, it often led to trouble, be it in

Iran, the Congo or, yes, Guatemala. No one would seem more

aware of this than Hersh, who over the years has written so ex-

tensively about CIA misadventures in the Third World. Yet here

he seems eager to unleash the agency.

In “King’s Ransom,” Hersh, citing electronic intercepts collect-

ed by the National Security Agency, depicts a Saudi regime that is

“increasingly corrupt, alienated from the country’s religious rank

and file, and so weakened and frightened” that it has channeled

hundreds of millions of dollars in “protection money to funda-

mentalist groups that wish to overthrow it.” Hersh goes on to quote

intelligence and military officials who portray “the growing

instability of the Saudi regime—and the vulnerability of its oil re-

serves to terrorist attack—as the most immediate threat to Ameri-

can economic and political interests in the Middle East. The

officials also said that the Bush Administration, like the Clinton

Administration, is refusing to confront this reality….” Under Clin-

ton, Hersh complains, the CIA “was discouraged from conducting

any risky intelligence operations inside the country.” The US mili-

tary response in Afghanistan, Hersh adds, “has triggered alarm in

the international oil community and among intelligence officials

who have been briefed on a still secret CIA study, put together in

the mid-eighties, of the vulnerability of the Saudi fields to terror-

ist attack.” Hersh goes on to cite a “prominent Middle Eastern oil

man” as predicting that the Saudi regime “will explode in time.”

Hersh’s portrayal of Saudi corruption is convincing. But his

message—that the United States needs to undertake risky intelli-

gence operations inside Saudi Arabia in order to protect America’s

stake in its oilfields—seems a classic statement of the standard

Big Oil position on that country.

No article better illustrates Hersh’s newly hard line than his

December 3 piece about Iran. Soon after the US air war in Af-

ghanistan began, he reports, Israel sent a government delegation

to Washington to express its concern that Iran’s “atomic-bomb

program was making rapid progress.” Hersh writes that “many

American and Israeli intelligence officials estimate that Iran is

only three to five years away from having launchable warheads.

PRESS
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The immediate question is whether the country has passed the

point of no return.” Hersh cites an unnamed US intelligence of-

ficer as saying, “They’re closer to that point than we should be

comfortable about—and the fact that we can’t pin it down also

makes me uncomfortable.” Quoting Israeli officials, Hersh notes

that Prime Minister Ariel Sharon has “made it clear” that the

Iranian bomb is “an existential issue for Israel.” Hersh adds,

“Even Israel’s most skeptical critics in the American intelligence

community—and there are many—now acknowledge that there

is a serious problem.”

Since September 11, relations between the United States and

Iran have thawed some, and even some hard-line mullahs seem

open to a rapprochement. Such a prospect, however, disturbs the

Sharon government and its neoconservative friends in Washing-

ton. And Hersh—relying heavily on Israeli sources—has essen-

tially adopted their perspective.

It’s odd to find someone with Hersh’s background embracing

the views of the Sharon government, Big Oil and proponents of a

more aggressive CIA. I asked him about this in a phone interview.

While he remained adamantly opposed to covert operations, he

told me, “I don’t think that saying the agency did outrageous

things in Chile and the Bay of Pigs disqualifies me from saying

the agency needs good intelligence. There’s no justification for

our having gotten involved in helping the government of Gua-

temala stay in power, but it’s a long stretch to say that that should

prevent us from collecting intelligence in the Middle East. Be-

cause we have no ‘assets’ there, there’s a direct threat of inter-

national terrorism against the United States.”

Hersh went on to acknowledge that September 11 has affected

his views: “It’s a tough world. You have to rely on unsavory people.

It’s real easy to say ‘forget about it’ until you start thinking about

your own kid being a hostage. Then you want Oliver North work-

ing on it. It’s easy to laugh at Oliver North, but one of the things

he was doing was trying to get somebody out of prison.”

That “somebody” was the hostages in Lebanon. North was so

determined to free them that he was willing to sell weapons to the

government of Iran. And North felt so strongly about the cause of

the Nicaraguan contras that he arranged for them to receive the

proceeds from the Iranian arms sales. The war on terrorism does

justify extraordinary measures. But the North episode shows how

the best of intentions can produce the worst of outcomes, and how

easy it is, in writing about the horrors of September 11, to forget

that. MICHAEL MASSING

Michael Massing writes on press coverage of the current crisis.

Cuban Embargo–Buster? 

D
uring the week of December 17, US freighters are expected to

dock in Cuban ports and begin offloading a historic shipment

of foodstuffs. In a deal worth up to $30 million, the Castro

government has purchased wheat, corn, soybeans, rice and

flour and is currently negotiating with Perdue and Tyson to

buy chicken in order to replenish supplies destroyed by Hurri-

cane Michelle. Paid for with cash, the sale marks the first major

commercial transaction between the United States and Cuba since

the Kennedy Administration imposed the US trade embargo

forty years ago.

Few people know that President Kennedy exempted food

from the original US trade blockade. The Johnson Administra-

tion added foodstuffs to the embargo in February 1964 after

the conservative senator from New York, Kenneth Keating,

complained that Cuban efforts to purchase $2 million worth of

lard—yes, lard—would have “a significant impact upon the

foreign policy and international interests of the United States.”

According to declassified White House documents, National

Security Adviser McGeorge Bundy’s office asked the Depart-

ment of Agriculture to provide an analysis of the “uses of lard”

in hopes that some ominous strategic purpose could explain US

actions. “Cuba could be expected to use 100 percent of any lard

it gets for edible purposes,” an aide reported back. “It would

probably not be credible to take the line that we have decided to

stop shipments of lard because it is not solely a food.”

Since the end of the cold war, the embargo has proved a seri-

ous embarrassment for Washington. Instituted as part of a broad

set of punitive measures designed to isolate the Castro regime,

the trade sanctions have succeeded only in isolating the United

States. Every year for the past decade the United Nations has

voted overwhelmingly to condemn the US blockade; the last vote,

on November 27, was a 167-to-3 defeat for the United States,

with only the Marshall Islands and Israel supporting Washing-

ton and all fifteen members of the European Union voting

against the United States. Our Western allies have been antago-

nized by the Helms-Burton bill, which tightened the embargo by

penalizing friendly nations that freely trade with Cuba. Indeed,

as Cuba has opened its economy to foreign investment and inter-

national trade, US corporations and agricultural interests have

watched from the sidelines as competitors from Canada, Europe

and Asia have built profitable business and commercial partner-

ships on the island. 

US corporate interests, led by giant food conglomerates and

rice, soy and wheat growers, have emerged as the principal lobby-

ists for lifting, at least partially, trade restrictions against Cuba.

Once an executive order, the embargo was codified into law by

the Helms-Burton bill. But legislators from agricultural states like

Missouri, Iowa and Louisiana have progressively plowed into the

political turf of the hard-line anti-Castro representatives from

Florida; majorities in the Senate and House are moving closer to

dispensing with this ineffective, counterproductive anachronism

of the cold war. 

Last year, on an amendment sponsored by Republican Rep-

resentative George Nethercutt of Washington, Congress took

the first substantive step to rescind the embargo, voting to lift the

ban on commercial transactions with Cuba involving food and

medicine. But a last-minute provision, inserted by the Republi-

can leadership at the behest of a handful of Miami legislators,

prohibited private financing of Cuban purchases. Angry at the

punitive credit restrictions, the Castro government stated that

it would “not spend a nickel” in the United States until the law

was changed.

Cuba’s deft decision to alter its rhetorical position and ask
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the Bush Administration to expedite this $30 million cold cash

transaction in the wake of Hurricane Michelle may well con-

tribute to reconsideration of those financing restrictions and

indeed the embargo itself. Already, the Senate Agriculture

Committee, chaired by Iowa Senator Tom Harkin, has voted to

allow private bank and corporate financing. Analysts predict

that US economic interests that want to continue such sales will

eventually turn their attention to lifting restrictions on travel to

the island, since American tourist dollars could provide Cuba

with substantial currency to purchase US goods. “This creates

momentum,” according to Philip Peters, a Republican economic

analyst at the Lexington Institute, who will lead a Congressional

delegation to Cuba in January. “This re-energizes people who

want to trade with Cuba.”

“We have always been rather proud of the fact that ‘we

weren’t trying to starve the Cuban people,’” an aide argued to

McGeorge Bundy in an abortive effort to keep food from being

added to the embargo. After thirty-seven years of trying, and fail-

ing, to do just that, restoring food sales has created the first major

crack in the embargo. As the current of commerce begins to flow,

that crack is likely to widen until the embargo collapses from its

own outdated weight. PETER KORNBLUH

Peter Kornbluh writes frequently for The Nation on US Cuba policy. 

Oregon Rains on Ashcroft
Portland

T
hings are quieting down here in Terror Town, and it’s probably

been days since a talk-show host has denounced Portland’s

leaders as politically correct, latte-loving traitors. Although

city leaders said that local police would not conduct federally

ordered interviews with local Middle Eastern aliens, the inter-

views have pretty much been completed by federal agents. But

the whole experience has left at least one moral: In today’s legal

climate, a law is a dangerous thing to cite. 

The explosion began when assistant police chief Andrew

Kirkland, acting as head while the chief was out of town, told a

New York Times reporter that Portland police would not conduct

the local interviews. Kirkland, who is African-American, de-

nounced the idea as racial profiling, which he said he’d suffered

from while growing up in Detroit: “I hated the police with a

passion.” In retrospect, it probably wasn’t a great phrasing, and

Portland’s leaders have been derided by TV talking heads and

have received 1,500 hostile e-mails from around the country. Re-

publican Representative Lamar Smith, chairman of the House

judiciary subcommittee on crime, has repeatedly threatened to

cut off federal law-enforcement aid to the city.

Kirkland’s stance was grounded on an assistant City Attor-

ney’s finding that several of the federally ordered questions vio-

lated a state law declaring, “No law enforcement agency…may

collect or maintain information about the political, religious or

social views, associations or activities of any individual, group,

[or] association…unless such information directly relates to

an investigation of criminal activities, and there are reasonable

grounds to suspect the subject of the information is or may be

involved in criminal conduct.” In other words, Oregon police

can’t legally ask people who aren’t suspected of anything ques-

tions about whether they’ve ever been to Afghanistan or the

phone numbers of everybody they know. 

Says Portland City Attorney Jeff Rogers, “We’ve been as-

sured these people are not suspected of anything, but these ques-

tions are things you would ask people if they were suspected of

something. If that were the case, these questions would be per-

fectly appropriate, but then other safeguards might come into

play”—such as advising people of their Miranda rights. 

Rogers, a Yale lawyer in a gray suit and with a clipped gray

beard, has seen these issues, and national politics, from lots of

different angles. His father, William Rogers, was Dwight Eisen-

hower’s Attorney General and Richard Nixon’s Secretary of

State. He and his ex-wife were classmates of the Clintons at Yale

Law School, and she spent the Clinton years as a US Attorney for

Oregon. Earlier this year, he was bitterly abused on the same

issue—from the left—after the City Council renewed its member-

ship in a Joint Terrorism Task Force with the FBI. At a loud council

session, activists charged that the city police would join the FBI

in keeping files on people who weren’t criminals, and Portland

promised that it wouldn’t. 

So when the interviews came up, the city felt bound to keep the

commitment. The Democratic state Attorney General eventually

ruled that the city was wrong about the law. But a number of other

officials, including the Republican chairman of the state house

judiciary committee, concluded that Portland was probably right.

And other Oregon cities with sizable immigrant populations

quietly made it clear that they wouldn’t be doing the interviews

either. In fact, neither would police in Seattle, San Francisco and

San Jose, who said that they would conduct such interviews only

with actual criminal suspects. That leaves at least four major po-

lice forces open to Attorney General John Ashcroft’s charge that

anyone criticizing his policies is a terrorist pawn.

Some people in Portland think the city should have just gone

along with the Justice Department, but Portland officials don’t

agree. “My City Attorney said I would be violating the law,”

said Mayor Vera Katz. “I swore to uphold the law and the Con-

stitution. I’m not going to wink.” Adds Katz, who landed in the

United States in 1941 as a 7-year-old refugee from Germany,

“I’m the only one who has gone through a war. I know what a

war is like. You don’t have to lecture me. You don’t have to call

me a traitor.” And the Attorney General doesn’t have to imply

she’s a terrorist accomplice.

The controversy has wound down, but Portland is still not

exactly John Ashcroft’s kind of town. During a visit to relatives

in Portland recently, Senate Judiciary chairman Patrick Leahy

of Vermont called the interview process “a completely useless

waste of law enforcement. I don’t think it would accomplish

much of anything.” It seemed a stronger phrase than Leahy has

ever dropped while chairing his Senate hearings in Washington.

Possibly there’s something in the air in Portland besides talk-

radio. DAVID SARASOHN

David Sarasohn is associate editor of the Oregonian, in Portland.
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UP AGAINST ASHCROFT

■ Democratic criticism was so tempered during Attorney

General John Ashcroft’s December 6 appearance before the

Senate Judiciary Committee that the hyperventilating Wall

Street Journal was right to term the session a “political rout” in

Ashcroft’s favor. When a fired-up Ashcroft declared that civil-

liberties critics “aid terrorists…erode our national unity and di-

minish our resolve,” the Democrats, wary of George W. Bush’s

sky-high poll numbers, barely pushed back. Ralph Neas, presi-

dent of People for the American Way, says, “It is an open question

whether Democrats and moderate Republicans have the will to

stand up to Ashcroft and the right-wingers, who practice the

politics of intimidation.” Where does that leave civil libertari-

ans? Where they have had most successes—the courts. People

for the American Way, the National Association of Criminal De-

fense Lawyers and the ACLU are exploring the possibility of

challenging the Ashcroft order that permits the government to

monitor conversations between detainees and attorneys. The

Center for Democracy and Technology is trying to determine if

any Internet service provider has received an over-broad govern-

ment order instructing it to hand over electronic records of a cus-

tomer. The Center for National Security Studies, the Electronic

Privacy Information Center and seventeen other groups filed a

Freedom of Information Act lawsuit against the Justice Depart-

ment seeking information on the more than 1,000 individuals

arrested or detained after September 11 (The Nation is a plain-

tiff in that case). “The Attorney General, in defending his poli-

cies, says there have been no lawsuits,” notes Anthony Romero,

the executive director of the ACLU. “He should hold on to his

horses. They’re coming.” (For David Corn’s full report on the

hearing, go to www.thenation.com.)

CASUALTIES ON BOTH SIDES

■ Robert Fisk, correspondent for The Independent and a Nation

contributor, smelled trouble when his jeep broke down in the

town of Kila Abdullah, near the Afghan-Pakistani border. A

crowd of refugees gathered, at first friendly but then turning

angry. Stones began flying. Fisk was grabbed and beaten until

blood streamed down his face. He fought back and managed to

break free. As he braced for another assault, a Muslim cleric took

his arm and calmly escorted him to a Red Cross/Red Crescent

ambulance, which carried him to a hospital. Later Fisk wrote:

“The people who were assaulted were the Afghans, the scars

inflicted by us—by B-52s.… If I was an Afghan refugee in Kila

Abdullah, I would have done just what they did. I would have

attacked Robert Fisk. Or any other Westerner I could find.”

IT HAPPENED IN HOUSTON

■ The minuscule Art Car Museum in Houston does shows of 

cutting-edge art, but its staff never expected that one of them

would bring the Feds knocking on the door. Last month agents

from the FBI and the Secret Service arrived and methodically

toured the gallery, occasionally querying the meaning of a topi-

cal but obscure piece. They took a particular interest in “Empty

Trellis,” a sketch of George W. Bush behind a steel trellis, created

before September 11 as a criticism of environmental policy.

Later, Houston FBI spokesman Bob Dobuim told the Houston

Press that the bureau had received a complaint that “Empty Trel-

lis” threatened the President, hence the Secret Service man. In

accordance with our Attorney General’s call for Americans to be

extra vigilant, the FBI was checking out all reports of things

deemed “un-American or a concern or a threat.” 

PEACE BLACKOUT?

■ Peace demonstrations these days receive scant attention in the

media. David Potorti reports that he and several other members

of families who lost someone in the September 11 attack made a

march “for healing and peace” from the Pentagon to the World

Trade Center. At Union Square park in New York, members of

the group made speeches calling for an end to the war in Af-

ghanistan and a search for alternatives to violence so other inno-

cent families would not suffer as they had. The Sunday New York

Times ran a prominent picture of the marchers but all their signs

were cropped out and there was no explanation of the purpose

of the march. None of the other media covering the event ran

stories. And our friends at Peaceflags, which sells an American

flag with the fifty stars arranged as a peace symbol, tell us that

CNN canceled a story on them at the last minute, explaining

that because it was for a “sponsored segment,” headquarters in

Atlanta “pulled the plug on the story.” The prevailing attitude

seems typified by the Washington Post’s coverage of an antiwar

demo involving some 60,000 people: The only picture showed

a lone prowar demonstrator. 

PRICE ANDERSON: STEALTH RENEWAL

■ While you were watching the war news, the House of Repre-

sentatives hastily and with no debate renewed the Price Anderson

Act, which limits the liability of nuclear power generators in the

event of an accident. Most sober estimates of the damage from

a serious accident range up to $500 billion, yet Price Anderson

caps the industry’s liability at $9.5 billion. The Nuclear Regula-

tory Commission has concluded that plants are vulnerable to

attacks like those on the World Trade Center and the Pentagon.

And nuclear waste storage areas around US reactors are even

more vulnerable. The renewal bill also facilitates construction of

the new Pebble Bed Modular Reactor, which has no containment

structure. The bill is now in the Senate. See Matt Bivens’s web

piece, “Who Pays for Nuclear Power?” and sign an online peti-

tion (www.thenation.com).

NEWS OF THE WEAK IN REVIEW

■ The Washington Times’s “Inside the Beltway” column reported

that a new book by author William Doyle “contains FBI and Pen-

tagon documents detailing a surprise raid” at Ole Miss in 1962,

by troops of the 716th Military Police Battalion. Their target: the

Sigma Nu house. Inside, the MPs “seized and removed a total of

24 weapons: 21 shotguns, a .22 rifle, a .30 rifle and a .22 Colt

pistol.” The president of Sigma Nu at the time was the popular

cheerleader Trent Lott, who has since risen to his present emi-

nence as Senate minority leader. Lott has declined comment.

In Fact . . .




